Towards Efficient Policy Making: Forecasts of Vulnerability to External Global Threats
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Abstract. Each country has to be able to develop efficient economic policy, facilitating sustainable economic development of national economy. In order to devise such policy, development patterns of a country has to be known, external threats indicated and various scenarios of their impact has to be foreseen, their impact forecasted and discussed. Alas, in contemporary environment in conditions of globalization predicting of development peculiarities and external factors’ impact becomes especially urgent issue. Presented paper is devoted to discussion about predicted development selected national economies with account of threats caused by global environment. Economic indicators of Lithuania and Germany forested for period of three years, estimated, are being analyzed. The following methodology is applied. At first main macroeconomic indicators, such as real GDP growth, inflation, interest rates and unemployment ceteris paribus forecasted until year 2022 will be compared. The second, external threats will be selected and considered. Forecasted impact of indicated threats on real GDP growth of Lithuania and Germany will be discussed; source of employed data: database Passport, provided by Euromonitor International Company and powered by Clarivate Analytics (data are provided for research purposes for subscribed users). Change of real GDP growth in Lithuania and Germany under indicated threats pressure after one year period and three years period is juxtaposed. The findings suggest insights about development patterns of small comparatively less developed open economy and big well developed country belonging to the same economic union. Findings are instrumental for devising national economic policies enhancing resilience of national economies to external (global) threats.
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1. Introduction

There is a lot of attention paid to development issues of all countries, to be that countries of high development level, to be that countries of comparatively lower development countries, or the third countries, which still strive to achieve decent level of living offered by advanced developed countries (e.g. Pietrzak et al. 2017; Fabuš, 2017; Androniceanu, 2017; Sanusi, et al., 2017; Simionescu et al. 2017; Cheba & Szopik-Depczyńska, 2017; Kruk & Waśniewska, 2017; Żelazny & Pietrucha, 2017; Wójcik, 2017; Kisiała & Suszyńska, 2017). Alas, there are no uniform efficient economic policies, which would be equally efficient to different countries due to their size, resources and abilities to exploit their potential, what ultimately is translated into productivity and international competitiveness (Sinicakova et al. 2017). In order to choose set of economic policy tools ad hoc for a selected country, it is necessary to foresee external threats and forecast their plausible impact (Kazandziska, 2016). Such prediction would allow to make hedging economic decisions in advance, what would ultimately allow to increase resilience of national economies to expected harm (Tkacova et al. 2017).

2. Threats to sustainable development in recent literature

Threats to national economies might be of very different character. Let us mention threats the most intensively discussed in the latest literate. One of recently tackled threats is cyber security, with wide range of facets such as: Internet and terrorism (Zeman et al. 2017); exploitation of social networks for various purposes (Šišulák 2017; Onyusheva, 2017; Szilágyi 2017), manipulation of voting (Limba et al. 2017), attack on institutions of critical importance (Štitilis et al. 2016; Korauš et al. 2017; Kordík, Kurilovská 2017). Another type of threat is lack energy security. Within that concern area the issues are related to energy availability (e.g. Lisin et al. 2017); affordability, consumption patterns, innovations in energy sector (Radwan, Sakr 2017) e.g. applicability of new technologies (Pechancová 2017; Zemlickiene et al. 2017), efficiency of energy use (e.g. Traversari et al. 2017; Kharlamova et al. 2016; Simionescu et al. 2017). Besides cyber insecurity and energy insecurity, or, actually, threats, which are the mostly emphasized in the resent literature, there are external threats related to terrorism and migrants, which affect big part of our planet (Beinoravičius, Vainiutė 2017; Lincényi 2017; Walancik and Chmiel, 2014). Indicated threats are of international character, related to technologies, like cyber security and political/economical/technological/sociological, such energy security.

There is no doubt that myriad of other threats of different character could be found besides those, which we listed as the most discussed recently. In our research we will concentrate on another set of threats, which are related to crises in other countries and whole regions, or political decisions, which, as expected, would affect economies of other countries (Štiglic 2017; Belás et al. 2017).

3. Forecast of main economic indicators in selected countries: local scenarios

In our research we are going to juxtapose forecasted development of two differently developed European countries: Lithuania and Germany. Those countries may seem incompatible from the first glance, since Lithuania is small open economy, and Germany is one of leading European country with one of the best developed economies in European Union. The purpose of choosing such different countries for juxtaposing is to be grounded in the following way.

Research question is, how much development path differs of countries of different economic performance belonging to same economic union. Would mid-term forecasting hinted on economic convergence tendencies, what is natural economic expectation.

Research design and methodology. The following methodology is applied. At first main macroeconomic indicators, such as real GDP growth, inflation, interest rates and unemployment ceteris paribus forecasted until year 2022 will be compared. The second, external threats will be selected and considered. Forecasted impact of indicated threats on real GDP growth of Lithuania and Germany will be discussed; source of employed data: database Passport, provided by Euromonitor International Company and powered by Clarivate Analytics (data
are provided for research purposes for subscribed users). Change of real GDP growth in Lithuania and Germany under indicated threats pressure after one year period and three years period is juxtaposed. The findings suggest insights about development patterns of small comparatively less developed open economy and big well developed country belonging to the same economic union (Becerra-Alonso et al., 2016). Findings is expected to be instrumental for devising national economic policies enhancing resilience of national economies to external (global) threats.

**Comparison of main macroeconomic indicators ceteris paribus forecasted until year 2022 for Lithuania and Germany**

Below main macroeconomic indicators – real GDP growth, unemployment rate, inflation and interest rate for Lithuania until year 2022 are presented. Forecasting is retrieved from database of Euromonitor International, Passport, powered by Clarivate Analytics.

![Fig. 1. Main macroeconomic indicators forecasted for Lithuania until year 2022.](image)

*Source: Passport database*

Forecasted economic indicators can be commented in the following way. Real GDP growth is above 2 percent, inflation is nearing to 2 percent and interest rate reaches estimated 1,4 percent in year 2022. The provided forecasted values of the main three indicators would signal about health of Lithuanian of economy. Alas, the fourth indicator, specifically, unemployment rate, which is above 7 percent in year 2022 signals that economy still needs considerable restructuring for achieving sustainable economic growth. To generalize, the high forecasted unemployment rate does not allow to evaluate overall economic perspective as positive.

Let us overview prospects of economic of Germany. Analogic forecasted data is presented below in Figure 2.
Forecasted change of main economic indicators for Germany is as follows: real GDP growth rate in year 2022 is expected to be estimated 1 percent, inflation around 1.5 percent, interest rate around 1.4 percent in year 2022. The fourth indicator, unemployment rate, is forecasted to be approximately 3.6 percent in year 2022.

Juxtaposing of forecasted data for Lithuania and Germany allows us to reveal similarities and differences of the development of the selected countries. Comparative similarities could be found in rather similar modes of real GDP growth rate (in Lithuania 2 percent, in Germany, respectively, 1 percent), inflation rate (in Lithuania 2 percent, in Germany, respectively, 1.5 percent) and interest rates (1.4 percent in both countries). The forecasted indicators are not identical, but rather near (except for real GDP growth, which for Lithuania is faster (2 percent versus 1 percent in Germany). Despite this numerical difference in real GDP growth, the difference judging from economic point of view is not substantial, since, as economic theory suggest, real GDP growth 1-2.5 percent signal about stability of economic growth at considered period of economic cycle (e.g. 3 years, as in our case may coincide with part of economic cycle, which is characterized by upper part of inverted U shape of the cycle). To wrap up, real GDP growth rate, inflation rate and interest rate, forecasted for Lithuania and Germany until year 2022 signal about rather similar path of development of selected countries. Now let us stop on differences. Unemployment rate, forecasted for Lithuania is 7 percent, while, respectively, for Germany this indicator is only 3.6 percent. We can provide economic interpretation for received difference: Lithuania, as it is expected, still would develop under conditions of intensive economic restructuring, what would cause high level of unemployment. Need for economic restructuring is the main difference, which characterized development path of national economies of Lithuania and Germany.
4. Forecasts of vulnerability to external threats: Lithuania versus Germany

There are various types of threats and insecurities, which can impact development of countries. The threats, which are widely discussed in the latest literature, e.g. cyber security, energy security, migrant crisis, terrorism are commented in the introduction part of this paper. Here we want to point out, that there are a lot of threats of different character, which may impact economic development of any countries, which are comparatively less elaborated in economic literature. Those threats, as it is provided in Euromonitor database Passport, powered by Clarivate Analytics are (not all indicate threats are provided here): Advanced Economies Stagnation (AE Stagnation), Emerging Markets Slowdown (EM Slowdown), Emerging Markets Slowdown (EM Slowdown), Eurozone Recession Scenario, Global Crisis Scenario, Eurozone Debt Crisis Scenario, No-Deal Brexit, Latin American Stagnation Scenario (LA Stagnation), Trump Trade War, China Hard Landing Scenario, Trump Adverse Policies, Light Brexit (Euromonitor International, Passport).

Below impact of some major threats on Lithuanian economy is presented. Lithuanian economy is represented by indicator of real GDP growth; Figure 3 reflects impact of threat factors after one year of pressure, and Figure 4 reflects the effect of selected threat factors after 3 years of pressure. Description of impacting threats is provided below Figure 3.

Description of threat factors (source: Euromonitor International, Passport):

**Emerging Markets Slowdown (EM Slowdown).** Scenario assumptions: long term potential output in emerging markets lower than expected; domestic business and consumer confidence drop significantly; increase in capital outflows leads to higher financing costs. Estimated probability: 8-13% over a one-year horizon, 15-25% over a two-year horizon.
Eurozone Recession Scenario. Scenario assumptions: growing geopolitical and EU break-up risks increase uncertainty and reduce investment; significant deterioration in Eurozone credit markets, consumer confidence and business confidence. Estimated probability: 4-9% probability over a one-year horizon, 8-18% over a two-year horizon.

No-Deal Brexit. Scenario assumptions: negotiations between the EU and the UK break down, and the UK leaves the EU in 2019 without reaching a trade agreement, trade relations with the EU default to World Trade Organisation (WTO) conditions; heightened uncertainty and lower labour productivity lead to a long-term decline in UK real GDP of around 3% relative to the baseline forecast. Estimated Probability: 35-45%.

Eurozone Debt Crisis Scenario. Scenario assumptions: growing geopolitical and EU break-up risks increase uncertainty and reduce investment; renewed tensions in Italian and Spanish sovereign debt markets cause turmoil in financial markets; collapse in business and consumer confidence. Estimated probability: 0-4% probability over a 1-year horizon, 0-8% over a 2-year horizon.

Global Crisis Scenario. Scenario assumptions: advanced economies stagnate, with annual potential output growth declining by 1-1.5 percentage points below the baseline forecast; long-term potential growth in emerging markets is significantly below expectations, leading to reduced private sector confidence and higher country borrowing costs; a rise in the proportion of distressed loans leads to a financial crisis in China; greater pessimism about Eurozone growth prospects lead to lower private sector spending and a deterioration in Eurozone credit markets. Estimated probability: 1-5% over a 1-year horizon, 2-10% over a 2-year horizon.

Interpretation of obtained results (left side of Figure 3). Eurozone Debt Crisis Scenario would hit Lithuanian economy after one year of pressure considerably: its’ real GDP growth would be diminished by 8 percent. This scenario’s probability is low: 0-4% probability over a 1-year horizon, 0-8% over a 2-year horizon. Global Crisis Scenario appears to be the second major threat, which would harm real GDP growth by estimated 3,7 percent. Probability of this scenario is slightly higher, but still rather low: 1-5% over a 1-year horizon, 2-10% over a 2-year horizon. Eurozone Recession Scenario would deteriorate Lithuanian real GDP growth by estimated 3,6 percent; this scenario’s probability is 4-9% over a one-year horizon, 8-18% over a two-year horizon. No-Deal Brexit would affect Lithuanian economy inconsiderably; probability of this scenario is 35-45%.

To conclude, Eurozone Recession Scenario is the most dangerous for Lithuanian economy out of all threats discussed above, it would deteriorate Lithuanian economy considerably after one year of impact.

On the right side of Figure 3 impacts on Lithuanian real GDP growth of major downturn in related countries are presented. Major downturn in Russia and Poland would affect Lithuanian economy the most.

Let us look at the impact of the listed threats on Lithuanian real GDP growth in three years period (Figure 4).
Let us analyze Germany’s real GDP growth resilience to the enhanced set of threats in one and three years of their impact (Figure 5).
Fig. 5. Impact of selected threat factors on Germany’s economies, estimated in Real GDP growth, one year (after in blue color) and three years of pressure (in red color; look at the right side of the figure), and impact of downturn in related economies on economy of Germany (look at the left of the figure)

Description of additionally added threat factors (source: Euromonitor International, Passport)

Description of additional threat factors, included into German read GDP forecasting (source: Euromonitor International, Passport):

**Advanced Economies Stagnation (AE Stagnation).** Scenario assumptions: growing influence of populist politicians leads to rising trade and immigration restrictions, and a slowdown in implementation of structural reforms; annual labour productivity growth in advanced economies over the next five years declines significantly below the baseline forecast; greater private sector pessimism about the future reduces business investment and consumer spending; the average annual GDP growth in advanced economies declines by 1.2-1.5 percentage points relative to the baseline forecast over a five-year horizon. Estimated probability: 8-13% over a one-year horizon, 15-25% over a two-year horizon.

**Latin American Stagnation Scenario (LA Stagnation).** Scenario assumptions: current combination of low commodity prices, lack of structural reforms and pessimism about future growth in Latin America gets entrenched; investment and productivity growth decline much more strongly than in the baseline forecast. Estimated probability: 0-10% over a 1-year horizon.

**Trump Trade War.** Scenario assumptions; the US imposes a 45% tariff on Chinese imports and a 15-20% tariff on imports from other Asian countries; the US drops out of NAFTA and imposes a 35% tariff on Mexican imports; Asian Countries and Mexico retaliate with tariff increases on the US. Estimated probability: 4-9% over a one-year horizon, 8-17% over a two-year horizon.

**China Hard Landing Scenario.** Scenario assumptions: a rise in the proportion of non-performing loans leads
to a banking crisis and tightening credit conditions; private sector confidence declines, slowing down the rebalancing process; delays in the structural reforms process reduce China’s long term GDP. Estimated probability: 4-14% over a one-year horizon, 8-26% over a two-year horizon

**Trump Adverse Policies.** Scenario assumptions: the US imposes a 45% tariff on Chinese imports, a 15-20% tariff on imports from other Asian countries and a 35% tariff on Mexican imports, leading to a trade war; large expulsions of illegal migrant workers and stricter immigration restrictions reduce labour supply; greater concerns about US government deficits and a reversal in stock market optimism lead to significant interest rate increases and declining stock market prices. Estimated Probability: 2-6% over a 1-year horizon, 4-12% probability over a 2-year horizon.

The forecasted impacts of external threats to national economy of Germany estimated in real GDP growth after one year and, respectively, three years of impact indicate, that Germany is the most vulnerable to Eurozone Debt Crisis and Global Crisis. This impact is rather high after one year of pressure. What is peculiar, that after three years this impact diminishes, what means that Germany’s economy manages to resist to external treats rather efficiently. It has to be mentioned that that such threat as no-deal Brexit, does not have more significant impact on economy on Germany, neither in one, nor in three years. Impact of downturn of related countries is very low for Germany’s economy.

If to juxtapose Lithuanian and Germany’s case, it has be stated that despite Lithuania’s performance in three years will remain worse because of high unemployment, its resilience to external threats inconsiderably lags behind if to compare with resilience to economy of Germany.

**Conclusions**

Obtained results allowed us reveal peculiarities of development two different countries belonging to European Union. Lithuania, small open economy, most likely, will develop stably during next four years, alas, unemployment rate will remain high (ceteris paribus). If to admit that Lithuania would be impacted by external global threats, then impact of Eurozone Recession Scenario affected Lithuanian economy the most out of all threats in one year of pressure; in three year the impact were neutralized. Impact slowdown of performance of related economies would not impact Lithuanian economy considerably. Germanys’ economy develop more stably, alas real GDP growth would be slow. Germany’s economy is vulnerable to Eurozone debt crisis, its impact would be neutralized in 3 years. Both, Lithuania and Germany is resilient to Brexit impact. Obtained results allow to elaborate respective economic policies hedging the considered countries from predicted consequences of revealed impacts of considered threats.

**Study limitations and further discussions**

Each forecasting has its limitations, since it is impossible to foresee impact all affecting factors on considered phenomenon. Further discussion could reveal what probability is of arising of other threats, not taken into account in this research.
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